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1.0 COMPONENTS

1.1 Counters 
There are three types of counters: units, 
commanders, and markers.
1.1.1 Units 

The front of the counter indicates its affi-
liation and is used to simulate the fog of 
war. The letter “A” indicates that the unit 
has been activated during the turn: in 
the upper position, it is still available for 
activation; in the lower position, it is no 
longer available for activation.  

The back of the counter indicates the 
kind of unit. There are four different 
types of units: “divisional”, detachments, 
decoys and baggage.

 “Divisional” units  
For the most part, they represent a divi-
sion but can also be a brigade.

The name is used to find the unit on the 
order of battle. The “divisional” units are 
sometimes grouped by “army corps” in-
dicated by a colour code. Units without 
this colour code are independent. 
The values correspond to its movement 
points (MP). If a unit has two values, this 
indicates that it has integrated Artillery – 
the upper value is used as long as it still 
has Artillery strength steps; the lower va-
lue is used when it has no more.

 Detachments 
They simulate, depending on their na-
ture, an infantry or cavalry “regiment” 
or an Artillery battery. They repre-
sent 1 strength step (SS) of the “arm” 
concerned. They are distinguished from 
“divisional” units by their two values – 
morale and MP – and are not listed on 
the order of battle.

 Decoys (Leurre) 
They represent the cavalry 
“vedettes” destined for re-
connaissance or to deceive 
the enemy. They only have 
one value, indicating their 

movement points. 

 Baggages 
They represent the logistical 
accompaniment of the troop.  
Certain armies may be de-
prived of them. They have 
only one value, indicating 

their movement points.  

1.1.2 Commanders 
The front is identical to the other units 
and the back identifies the commander 
and gives its strategic value (SV).The 
higher the value, the better the com-
mander. A distinction must be made 
between the commanders in chief with 
one star and the subordinate comman-
ders with no stars.  Like the “divisional” 
units, commanders may have a colour 
code that indicates their affiliated “army 
corps” (7.10).

1.1.3 Markers 
There are eleven types of markers: 

• Turn (“Tour”) markers in-
dicating the day, month and 
year are placed on the turn 
counter and inform players 
of the progress of the game.

• Battle markers are placed 
on the connection where a 
combat takes place so that 
players can remove the units 
that are present without for-
getting their position.

• The MP (“PM”) markers 
are placed on the movement 
track and inform players of 
the number of movement 
points spent by a stack.

• The Amplitude marker is 
used on the game help during  
combats to recall the  stren-
gths engaged in the battle.

• Events markers are attri-
buted to players according 
to the scenarios at the be-
ginning of the game or as 
players draw them at the 

beginning of each turn. They are played 
according to the specific rules for each 
scenario.

• Fatigue markers deter-
mine losses incurred during 
troops’ marches.

• Has combatted (“A com-
battu”) markers are placed 
on stacks of units that just 
combatted.

• Back to the river (“Dos à 
la rivière”) markers indicate 
units that have just crossed a 
stream or river and that have 
entered a zone occupied by 
an enemy stack.

• Retreat (“Retraite”) mar-
kers are placed on the 
connections chosen by the 
players when two stacks are 
found in the same zone.

• Demoralised (“Démoralisée”)  markers 
are placed on a stack of units 
having failed the morale test 
after losing a combat or on 
a detachment that becomes 
fatigued.

• The «Commander in Chief» marker de-
termines whether Cuesta or 
Wellesley is the Commander 
in Chief for the Allies during 
this turn.

 
The Marshals is a generic game simulating the campaigns led by the French generals and 
marshals under the Consulate and the 1st Empire far from their brilliant commander 
Bonaparte.The campaigns dealt with thus far are: : 
• Les Maréchaux I : Junot in Portugal (1808) and Soult in Portugal (1809) in Vae Victis 
102,  
• Les Maréchaux II : Dupont in Spain (1808), Victor in Spain (1811) and Suchet in Spain 
(1813) in Vae Victis 111, 
• Les Maréchaux III : Augereau in France (1814) and Eugène in Italy (1814) in the collec-
tion Jeux d’Histoire of  Vae Victis, 
•  Les Maréchaux IV : Joseph (1809) from Editions Ludifolie.

This version of  the rules is shorter than the previous one from Les Maréchaux III as the 
chapters covering forts and citadels rules were removed. These terrains do not appear in 
Les Maréchaux IV.  Changes from version 3.0 and 3.1 are highlighted in red.
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1.2 The map

The map represents the region in which 
the campaign in question was played out 
and the principal paths and roads taken 
by the troops. The zones correspond to 
the stages and are of 3 types: clear, de-
fensive or town. Units and commanders 
must always be placed in a zone. The dis-
tance between two zones is approxima-
tely 10 km and is called a connection. On 
the map, the terrain table, turn counter 
and movement chart are also provided. 

1.3 Order of battle 
Each player has his own order of battle 
on which his “divisional” units are listed.  
Each unit has its strength depicted in 
boxes called “points de force” or strength 
steps (SS); each box represents 1,000 in-
fantry men, 500 cavaliers or an Artillery 
battery. In order to distinguish the diffe-
rent types of SS, the following symbols 
are used: 

Infantry

Cavalry

Heavy cavalry

Artillery

           Horse Artillery

If a unit incurs losses, it crosses out boxes 
from right to left.  If all of the boxes of a 
unit are crossed out, it is removed from 
the game.   The top center number indi-
cates the unit morale, the bottom right 
number in italic indicates the remaining 
Strength Steps (SS). The higher the value, 
the better the morale. Morale declines as 
losses are incurred. For a mixed unit of 
Infantry/Artillery or Cavalry/Artillery, 
the loss can be attributed as the player 
chooses, to either the infantry or the ar-
tillery. 

Detachments and baggage units are not 
listed in the order of battle. The detach-
ments can be available at the beginning 
of the scenario or created during the 
game. If a detachment is created, the box 
is crossed out from left to right  dimini-
shing the number of SS of the unit wit-
hout reducing its morale. 

The nominative commanders boxes al-
low units accompanying a commander 
to be hidden from the opponent’s view, 
thus preserving the fog of war.  Victory 
points should be noted on these sheets as 
the game progresses. 
The order of battle can be photocopied 
for subsequent games.   

1.4 Dice
The game requires the use of several 
6-sided dice.

1.5 Definitions
• A free zone is a zone without enemy 
units.
• A contested zone is a zone occupied by 
one of more units of the two camps.
• A “line of communication” is a succes-
sion of connections of free zones – all 
crossable – between two zones on the 
map. The departure and arrival zones 
must not be contested.
• In all cases, decimals are rounded up to 
the nearest whole number.
• The term depot represents a logistical 
centre of an army.
• A stack is composed of one or more 
commanders and/or an unlimited num-
ber of units.

2.0 GAME SEQUENCE

Each game turn comports the following 
phases:

A- Initiative Phase
B- Events Phase 
C- Operations Phase 
D- Administrative Phase 

3.0 INITIATIVE

Each player rolls a die and adds the strate-
gic value of his commander in chief. The 
player with the higher result obtains the 
initiative. In the case of a tie, re-roll. 

4.0 EVENTS

Events markers are obtained in two ways: 
by allocation at the beginning of the game 
according to the scenario, or by drawing 
them during the events phase of each 
turn. For this, the markers are placed in 
an opaque container and then one mar-
ker is drawn at random per turn. Each 
player receives his own container and his 
own markers. A player may not draw a 
marker from his opponent’s container. 
The drawing occurs simultaneously for 
the two players. 
Events marked with a star must be played 
immediately; the others can be held onto.  
If there are no markers remaining in the 

container, the player does not draw an 
event for that turn.  The “events” markers 
are played according to the rules for each 
scenario.  A player can decide to tempt 
fate by returning the event to the bowl 
at a cost of 2 victory points awarded to 
his opponent.  There is no event for the 
player during that turn. 

5.0 OPERATION

Beginning with the player who won 
the initiative, each player alternates in 
conducting one of the following options:
• Activating a stack of units by moving.
• Combatting. 
• Passing.
If both players pass consecutively, the 
operations phase for that turn is over 
and play continues with the administra-
tive phase. An activated stack is pivoted 
to indicate that it has been activated.  If 
a camp has activated all of its units but 
cannot initiate combat, it must pass.  
Note that combat is not considered an 
activation.  A unit can very well combat 
and then move during the following ope-
ration, move and then combat during the 
next operation, combat and then combat 
again... 

 5.1 Stacking
In a zone, there is no stacking limit for 
units and commanders.  A player is not 
required to engage all the units of the 
same zone in an operation. He can form 
a stack and move it and then move the 
remaining units during another opera-
tions phase. Opponent stacks can inhabit 
the same zone.

 5.2 Command
Before moving, a stack must first success-
fully pass a command test.  Combatting 
and passing do not require a command 
test. A commander in chief in the same 
zone allows a stack to be activated wit-
hout a command test except if this star-
ting zone is contested. It will move with 
all of its MP. The commander in chief is 
not obligated to accompany this stack in 
its movement.  
A command test proceeds as follows:
• Roll the die.
• Add the SV to the subordinate com-
mander, if there is one.
• Add 1 if the stack contains only cavalry 
units.
• Add 1 if there is a line of communica-
tion between the commander in chief 
and the stack.
• If the stack is in a contested zone, com-
pare the number of SS of the cavalry of 
the two stacks. If the stack testing its 
command has more cavalry SS, add 1; if 
not, subtract 1.
• Subtract 1 if the stack is composed of 
units of different “army corps”, as per 
7.10.

Example :

 
The Delaborde division suffered a second 
loss.  It can assign it to (1) the infantry 
which will then drop to 4 SS and a mo-
rale of 3, or (2) the artillery to keep 5 SS 
and a morale of 4.

morale
(1)

(2)

Strength Steps 

Example :

 
The Leval division just created a detach-
ment; it now only has 4 SS but keeps the 
morale of 4.
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can cross only one connection to enter a 
zone enemy occupied by an enemy sta-
ck before testing its fatigue.  It cannot 
perform a forced passage at the end of 
its movement and will be considered as 
having been activated.

5.3.5 Exiting the map 
A stack may exit the map via a connec-
tion with an arrow, freely during its 
movement or compulsorily during the 
retreat after a combat. If this exit occurs 
toward a friendly depot, the units of the 
stack are eliminated but provide no vic-
tory points. If it occurs toward an enemy 
depot, they are eliminated and give vic-
tory points to the opponent. To exit the 
map freely during the  movement, the 
units of the stack must spend the MP of 
the exit connection.

5.3.6 Renforts 
a stack of reinforcements is placed on the 
entry zone specified in the scenario and 
is available for activation. The zone of 
reinforcements can be contested. In this 
case, the reinforcement stack places a 
“Retraite” marker according to 5.3.1 and 
then its opponent does the same. If the 
zone has a connection toward a friendly 
depot, the “Retraite” marker of the rein-
forcement stack must be placed on this 
connection. If it retreats, it follows the 
elimination constraints given in 5.3.5.

5.4 Combats
A combat can be initiated if friendly 
units are present in a contested zone. 
The player initiating the combat is called 
the attacker and his adversary, the de-
fender.  The attacker is free to compose 
his stack as he wishes and declare which 
units of the zone will combat. All of the 
defender’s units in the zone are required 
to combat. Following the declaration of 
combat, the units of the two stacks are 
turned over to their back side.  
Combats proceed in the following strict 
order:
 1. Withdrawal of the cavalry  
 2. Combat amplitude
 3. Melee 
 4. Retreat  
 5. Demoralisation 
 6 . Pursuit 

In any situation in which the players 
must carry out a common action, the at-
tacker goes first.

5.4.1 Withdrawal of the cavalry
An attacking or defending stack com-
posed solely of cavalry and with an axis 
of retreat can choose to withdraw.  To 
do so, it attempts disengagement as per 
5.2.  If it succeeds – by obtaining the mo-
vement points to move – it retreats one 
zone along its axis of retreat.  It is sub-
jected to a pursuit as per 5.4.6. The two 
stacks do not receive an “A combattu” 
marker. The stack that withdraws re-

For a result of 5 or more, the stack can be 
freely activated with all of its MP.  
For a result of 3 or 4, the stack can be freely 
activated, but only retains half of its MP.   
For a result of 1 or 2, the stack is considered 
activated without doing anything. It is the 
opponent’s turn to conduct an operation.

 5.3 Movement
During a move, a stack must follow a 
succession of zones linked by connec-
tions of route, road or path. The cost in 
MP depends on the connection taken 
(see the terrain table). MP are attributed 
for the turn. A unit may not spend more 
MP than it possesses for the turn. It can, 
however, spend fewer. A stack can leave 
its units in a zone along the way, but it 
cannot reclaim any. The units that are left 
have completed their movement and fall 
under the “Activated” status. 
If a stack enters a zone occupied by an 
enemy stack, it must stop and take an 
“Activated” status, unless it carries out a 
forced passage as per 5.3.3. To keep track 
of the MP spent, use the movement chart 
and the “PM” counter. Advance the mar-
ker on the chart each time a connection 
is taken.

5.3.1  Axis of retreat 
At the moment in which a stack enters a 
zone occupied by an enemy stack, each 
player must determine an axis of retreat. 
To do so, place a “Retraite” marker on a 
connection between the zone of the two 
stacks and an adjacent zone.  
The player whose stack just entered the 
zone must first place his marker by the 
connection he just crossed. His oppo-
nent may choose any connection except 
one already chosen by the stack that just 
entered the zone. 
The “Retraite” marker can only be placed 
in the direction of a free zone. If there is 
no free zone, the stack has no axis of re-
treat. 
If, during a later operation, an enemy 
stack enters the zone by the connection 
chosen for retreat by the friendly stack, 
the “Retraite” marker is removed.   The 
stack without an axis of retreat will com-
bat with a penalty of 2 for its combat 
strength. If another stack enters the zone, 
regardless of the connection used, its axis 
of retreat will be that of the friendly sta-
ck already present. If the stack already in 
the zone has no axis of retreat, the newly 
entering stack will also be without an 
axis of retreat.   
The markers are removed when only 
units of the same camp remain in the 
zone.  
Very important: at the beginning of its 
move to a contested zone, a stack cannot 
choose as its first movement the direc-
tion of the axis of retreat of the enemy 
stack with which it cohabits. 

5.3.2 Fatigue 
After crossing a connection, the player 
must draw at random a “Fatigue” mar-
ker, regardless of the connection crossed.   
Different modifiers can apply for the 
draw. They are all cumulative:  
• If the stack is composed of more than 
10 SS, draw an additional marker for 
each connection crossed; for more than 
20 SS, draw two markers; for more than 
30 SS, draw 3 markers; etc.   Baggage is 
not counted in the total.
• If it is not possible to establish a line 
of communication between the connec-
tion where the stack is located and one of 
the friendly depots, draw one additional 
marker for each new connection crossed.
• If the stack has received one or more 
“A combattu” markers, convert them by 
drawing the same number of “fatigue” 
markers before moving the stack. 
• If the stack enters a zone occupied by 
any enemy stack – except a lone com-
mander – draw an additional marker.
Drawn markers can be ignored in the 
following cases:  
• If the stack is accompanied by baggage, 
the player can, once and only once, for 
each unit of baggage, return a “fatigue” 
marker after looking at it without taking 
another one.
• If the stack is accompanied by a com-
mander, the player can, once and only 
once, return a “fatigue” marker without 
taking another one. The presence of se-
veral commanders in the stack does not 
allow for other “Fatigue” markers to be 
returned.
Tally the fatigue points accumulated by 
using the values noted on the counters.  
The drawn markers are not returned to 
the container after each drawing but only 
when the player decides to interrupt his 
movement.  Then, all of the markers are 
returned to the container. If the accumu-
lated fatigue exceeds the morale of one 
of more units of the stack, those units 
must stop their movement and lose 1 SS, 
except for the detachments that receive 
a “démoraliseé” marker in its place.  The 
other units of the stack may continue 
their movement.

5.3.3 Forced passage 
A stack that penetrates a zone occupied 
by its opponent can declare a forced pas-
sage to avoid stopping there. In this case, 
a combat between stacks of the zone 
must be resolved during this same opera-
tion with the attacker reducing his Com-
bat Potential (CP/PC) by 2. If the stack 
that just engaged in a forced passage won 
the combat, and decides to keep moving, 
it draws a “Fatigue” marker that it adds to 
its total and can continue its movement 
normally. If it lost the combat, the stack 
that attempted the forced passage then 
has an “activated” status, and its move-
ment is finished.
5.3.4 Move in Battle Order  

A stack that succeeded its command test 
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mains available for activation if it was 
not activated this turn, regardless of the 
result of the command test.

5.4.2 Combat amplitude
The combat amplitude corresponds to 
the sum of the SS of the two stacks (in-
cluding artillery and cavalry).  This must 
be calculated to choose the correspon-
ding column in the melee.

5.4.3 Mêlée 
Calculate the combat potential (CP) of 
each of the stacks starting at 0, according 
to the following procedure:
• Add the morale of the “head unit”*
• Add the modifiers for any events mar-
kers;
• Add the bonus for artillery fire** ; 
• add the strength ratio value to the 
stronger stack***;
• Add the SV of the commander of the 
stack if there is one; 
• Add the defensive value of the zone (see 
the terrain table) for the defender only; 
• Subtract 2 if the stack has no axis of re-
treat; 
• Subtract 1 if the stack has a “Dos à la 
rivière” marker; 
• Subtract 2 if the stack carries out a 
forced passage; 
• Subtract 2 if at least one unit of the sta-
ck is demoralised; 
• Add the value of 1d6.  
*Each player designates a “head unit” in 
the stack. A cavalry unit in a zone of any-
thing other than clear terrain cannot be 
designated as “head unit” unless there is 
no infantry unit in the stack. The morale 
value of this unit is added to the CP.  
** Artillery fire - Simultaneously, each 
player rolls as many dice as he has Artil-
lery SS in his stack. For each 4, 5 or 6, add 
1 to the CP of the player. 
*** Tally the number of SS of the two 
stacks by subtracting the Artillery SS 
and dividing by two those of the cavalry 
located in any zone other than clear ter-
rain. The player with the greater total 
calculates his strength ratio by dividing 
the actual SS by those of the enemy stack. 
The result is added to his CP

If the strength ratio is greater than 6, the 
player with the greater total suffers no 
loss if he is victor of the combat – even 
if the combat results table indicates 
otherwise. 
The final CP can be a positive, negative or 
zero number. The player with the greater 
number of CP is the winner of the com-
bat.  Losses are given on the combat table 
by crossing the difference in CP with the 
amplitude of the combats.   

Losses are applied freely by the concerned 
players except for the first loss which 
must be applied to the “head unit”.   
If the difference in CP is zero, the two 
stacks suffer the losses indicated, and 
there is no retreat phase or pursuit. The 
stacks receive an “A Combattu” marker 
and the combat and current operation 
are finished.   

5.4.4 Retreat 
The retreat distance for a losing stack is 
indicated on the melee table. The retreat 
must occur toward the zone containing 
the stack’s “Retraite” marker and then 
continues in the direction of the choice 
of the player, in the case of a multi-zone 
retreat. In this case, it is prohibited to use 
the same zone twice.
Retreat must be carried out via free or 
contested zones. In the case of a contested 
zone, the retreat stops immediately wit-
hout other effects. 
If retreat is impossible or if the stack has 
no axis of retreat, the stack remains in 
place and suffers an additional SS loss 
per retreat zone that it had to cross, to be 
attributed freely.   
A defeated stack becomes automatically 
“activated”.

5.4.5 Demoralisation 
at the end of his retreat, the losing player 
must roll 1d6.  Add to the result the value 
of the distance of retreat from the table 
and compare this result with the morale 
of his “head unit”.  (In the case of the eli-
mination of his “head unit” during the 
combat losses, he designates a new one.)  
If the result is greater than the head unit’s 
morale, the stack becomes demoralised. 
A “Démoralisée” marker is placed on top.

5.4.6 Pursuit
To carry out a pursuit, compare the nu-
mber of SS of the cavalry of the stacks. 
Pursuit is only effective if the number of 
SS of the winner’s cavalry is greater than 
or equal to the number of cavalry stren-
gth steps of the loser.  If the winner has 
no cavalry or if the combat zone is a zone 
of defensive terrain, there is no pursuit 
either.  
If the pursuit is effective, the loser rolls 
2d6 and adds the number of SS of the ca-
valry of his stack.  
The winner only rolls 1d6, adds the num-
ber of cavalry SS of his stack and 2 more 
if the losing stack contains a demoralised 
unit.   
The difference between the total of the 
winner and that of the loser gives the nu-
mber of additional losses that the stack 
must suffer.    Losses are first applied to 
baggage units and to the SS of the artille-
ry units, and then freely thereafter.  
At the end a pursuit, stacks with a “Non 
activated” status receive an “A Combat-
tu” marker. All the stacks that partici-
pated in the combat are then turned back 
to their front side. 

 
6.0 ADMINISTRATIVE

At the end of turn, each player carries out 
the following actions simultaneously in 
the order specified: 
• Test any recuperation of units (7.9)
• Test any necessary rallying of demora-
lised units (7.8)
• Remove all the remaining «A combattu» 
markers.
• Remove all the remaining «Dos à la ri-
vière» markers.
•  Turn the units to their “available” side
• Move the turn marker forward one space. 

 
7.0 SPECIAL CASES

7.1 Commanders
A commander can be eliminated by the 
drawing of an event marker. The condi-
tions for this elimination are described 
in the specific rules for each scenario. 
All commanders have 10 MP per turn. 
They can move alone or accompanying a 
stack. Alone, they move like the cavalry 
without testing command or fatigue. 
A lone commander in a zone with an en-
emy stack must be moved immediately 
to a free or contested contiguous zone of 
the owner’s choice. If this move is impos-
sible, the commander is eliminated. The 
adverse stack can continue its movement 
freely. 
If a stack contains several commanders, 
the SV of the commander in chief is used 
if he is present.  Otherwise, the player 
uses the SV of the commander of his 
choice.

7.2 Baggage 
These units are not tested for fatigue and 
cannot use a   “sentier” (path) connec-
tion. If  these units are alone in a zone 
(without friendly infantry or cavalry 
units), they are eliminated without com-
bat as soon as an enemy infantry or ca-
valry unit penetrates the zone. A baggage 
unit can be eliminated as a loss in com-
bat. It counts as a loss of 1 SS.

7.3 Artillery
An Artillery detachment or integrated 
Artillery SS cannot use a “sentier” (path) 
connection. Artillery detachments that 
are alone are eliminated in the same way 
as baggage units. 

7.4 Detachments   
At the beginning or end of a movement 
in a free zone, a player can create a de-
tachment from a non-demoralised “di-
visional” unit – based on the available 
counters. The unit loses 1 SS and the 
detachment counter of the same type as 

Exemple : deux piles de 7 et 2 PF s’af-
frontent, le rapport de force de la pile la 
plus forte est de 4 (7 divisé par 2 est égal 
à 3,5 arrondi à 4). Il ajoute 4 à son PC.
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the “divisional” unit is placed in the zone 
– infantry detachment for an infantry 
unit, cavalry detachment for a cavalry 
unit. It is not possible to create Artillery 
detachments. However, if a “divisional” 
unit loses its last infantry or cavalry SS, 
the unit is removed from the game and 
the remaining Artillery SS are converted 
to Artillery detachments according to 
the available detachments. The non-
converted SS are counted in VP.
In the same manner, using the reverse 
procedure, any “divisional” unit can re-
cover a non-demoralised detachment. 
The recovered detachment cannot be 
used to remove a loss due to combat. 

A unit cannot be eliminated following 
the creation of a detachment; it must 
keep at least 1 SS. If a unit is eliminated 
it cannot be “recreated” by recovering a 
detachment.

The activation status of a detachment de-
pends on the status of the unit to which 
it is attached.  If the detachment is per-
formed at the beginning of the move, the 
detachment will be available for activa-
tion.  If done at the end it will be consi-
dered to have been activated.
If the detachment suffers a loss, it is eli-
minated.
A detachment may be designated as head 
unit. 
A detachment acts in all cases like a unit 
with 1 SS.

7.5 Decoys
A decoy counter is considered as a ca-
valry unit with the following exceptions: 
• If a decoy has no line of communica-
tion to a friendly depot, it is eliminated 

regardless of the current game phase. 
Consequently, a decoy in a contested 
zone is eliminated.
• The decoys are not affected by fatigue.
• For movement with a stack the decoys 
count as 0 SS.
Decoys are used to unsettle the opponent 
but also have a reconnaissance role since 
it is possible to sacrifice a decoy by pene-
trating a zone occupied by an enemy sta-
ck and to eliminate any decoys that com-
prise it; the other units remain on their 
front side. They are, however, limited in 
their movement like cavalry units and 
must test command to be able to move. A 
zone occupied by an enemy decoy is no 
longer free. Decoys can therefore control 
zones or block a line of communication, 
prevent a retreat....  
The number of decoys is limited for each 
scenario. An eliminated decoy can only 
return to the game if allowed in the spe-
cific rules of the scenario. 
The decoys available at the beginning of 
the scenario are placed freely during the 
initial positioning. They cannot be held 
off the map.

7.6 Fog of war 
To maintain uncertainty in one’s op-
ponent, it is important to use all of the 
procedures proposed by the game: coun-
ters on their front side, order of battle 
hidden from the opponent, decoys. It 
is important during movement to carry 
out command tests and to draw “fatigue” 
markers, even if they have no bearing on 
the particular counter – a lone comman-
der, for example.

7.7  Rivers
If a stack crosses any connection across 
a river toward a zone occupied by an 
enemy stack, a “Dos à la rivière” (Back 
to the river) marker is placed on it, and 
the stack will have a penalty of -1 on its 
Combat Potential.  The marker is remo-
ved after the first combat, even if the 
stack remains in the zone. If the zone 
toward which the movement is directed 
is already contested, the marker is not 
added. 
For its first connection of retreat only, a 
stack that retreats across a river by any 
connection suffers an additional loss to 
be attributed freely by the stack’s owner.
Bridges on rivers can be minor or ma-
jor and be destroyed or repaired using a 
«Génie» marker.  
A destroyed minor bridge requires an 
additional 2 MP for crossing but does 
not cut communication lines.  
A destroyed major bridge means the 
connection cannot be used and cuts 
communication lines.

7.8 Demoralisation 
A stack containing at least one demo-
ralised unit subtracts 2 from its CP and 

artillery fires are performed with a -1 die 
roll modifier. It moves normally but only 
toward one of its depots – the distance in 
MP from the arrival zone to the chosen 
depot must be less than or equal to the 
starting distance. If the stack has no line 
of communication to a friendly depot, it 
cannot move. A new demoralisation on 
a unit that is already demoralised has no 
effect.  
During the administrative phase, test the 
rallying of the demoralised units indivi-
dually if they are in a free zone, , were not 
activated and do not have an «A combat-
tu» marker.  
Roll 1d6 and if the result is less than or 
equal to the morale of the unit, remove 
the marker.

7.9 Recovery 
A unit that has not been activated during 
the turn, is not demoralised, doesn’t have 
an “A combattu” marker, and is in a free 
zone can test its recuperation.   Roll 1d6.  
If the result is less than or equal to the 
morale of the unit, subtract one loss from 
the unit. SS removed due to the creation 
of detachments cannot be salvaged using 
this procedure. Artillery SS can never be 
recovered.

7.10 Army corps 
For certain scenarios in which the 
strengths are impressive, the subordi-
nate commanders, the “divisional” units 
and baggage can be grouped into “army 
corps”. The distribution of the units is 
described in the scenario and in the or-
der of battle.
The corps commander (for the command 
test and fatigue) and the corps’ baggage 
(for fatigue) provide a bonus if one unit 
from their corps is present in the stack. 
For the  combats, use the rules of 7.1.
All units that are not assigned to a corps 
as well as all detachments are conside-
red independent. The independent units 
have no restrictions and can combine 
freely with units of a corps while benefit-
ting from the bonus of their commander 
or their baggage

 
8.0 VICTORY CONDITIONS

The victory conditions for all the scena-
rios add up generic victory points (VP) 
and specific VP. 
Victory is obtained by the player who 
received more victory points. If both 
players obtained the same number of VP, 
the game is tied.

Generic victory points:
• For each enemy SS eliminated: +0.5 VP
• For each adverse cavalry SS eliminated: 
+1 VP
• For each adverse Artillery SS elimi-
nated: +1 VP

Example :

 
The Merle division which had already 
lost 4 infantry SS and performed a de-
tachment suffers another combat loss.  It 
can assign it to its artillery SS or lose the 
last infantry SS.  In that case the «divi-
sional» unit is removed from the board 
and an artillery detachment is placed in 
the location previously occupied by the 
«divisional» unit.  If the player no longer 
has an artillery detachment then the ar-
tillery SS is also lost. 

Example :

 
The Zayas division suffered two losses in 
combat, to the right, and performed a de-
tachment, to the left.  It now only has 2 SS.  
If it gains a detachment, it will be manda-
tory to erase the check on the left box.  It 
will then have 3 infantry SS and a morale 
of 2.
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• For each adverse baggage unit  elimi-
nated: +2 VP
• For the elimination of an  enemy com-
mander: +SV of the  commander in VP
• For each marker event that the oppo-
nent has returned to his   container: +2 
VP
• For each infantry SS recovered by the 
opponent: -0.5 VP
• For each cavalry SS recovered by the 
opponent: -1 VP
 
The eliminated detachments are tal-
lied as the loss of 1 SS of the type that 
is concerned. If a detachment is used to 
recover a loss of a “divisional” unit, the 
detachment is considered as eliminated 
but is not counted in victory points. This 
recovery does not allow for the subtrac-
tion of VP from one’s opponent. 
If specific VP are allocated for the 
control of a zone, the player must occupy 
the zone with a stack and have a line of 
communication from this zone toward a 
friendly depot. If the zone is contested, 
no point is attributed.

Specific victory points: refer to the sce-
narios.

For any questions about the  game:  sauvages@wanadoo.fr
Also, follow the discussion “The Maréchaux” on the Strategikon website: 
http://www.strategikon.info/phpBB3/index.php

Website dedicated to the series: the Mousquet Electronique
http://cyberboard.pagesperso-orange.fr/

Credits : A game by Denis Sauvage 
Counters, map and model :  Vincent Burger
Translation: Joel Borie
Advice, encouragement, proofreading and tests:  Nicolas Zamichiei, 
Laurent Closier, Stéphane Jacques, Philippe Perrain et Julien Busson.

SDETAILED GAME SEQUENCE

A-INITIATIVE (3.0)
 

B-EVENTS (4.0)
 

C-OPERATIONS (5.0)

·  Activate a stack through movement (5.3) and verify command (5.2).
·  Combat (5.4) – attacker goes first for each step

 • Turn the concerned units over to their back side
 •  Potentially withdraw one’s cavalry (5.4.1)
 •  Determine the combat amplitude (5.4.2)
 •  Determine the “head units”  (5.4.3)
 •  Carry out any Artillery fire (5.4.3)
 •  Calculate the strength ratio of the strongest stack  (5.4.3)
 •    List the other CP modifiers – Dos à the rivière, Passage en force, 

Demoralisation, Terrain, Commander, No axis of retreat (5.4.3)
 •  Roll a die for each stack and CP (5.4.3)
 •  Resolve the melee (5.4.3)
 •  Apply the losses – 1st loss to the head unit (5.4.3)
 •  Carry out any retreats (5.4.4)
 •  Test the demoralisation of the stack if there is retreat (5.4.5)
 •  Carry out any pursuit (5.4.6)
 •   Place the “A combattu” markers on the stack(s) with the “Non 

activated” status  (5.4.6)
 •  Return the units to their front side
·  Pass
 
D-ADMINISTRATIVE (6.0)

·  Test for recuperation – non-activated, non-demoralised unit without an 
adverse stack in the zone

· Test for rallying – demoralised unit with no enemy stack in the zone

· Remove the remaining “Dos à the rivière” and “A Combattu” markers

· Pivot the units to their “available” side

· Advance the turn marker by one day
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choose Cuesta or Wellesley as Comman-
der in Chief.  He places the correspon-
ding marker on the proper Commander 
counter.  The other Commander in Chief 
then becomes a subordinate commander 
for the turn.  After making this decision 
the Allied players rolls a dice and on a 
roll of 6 the roles are reversed for the 
whole turn.

7-The two map exits toward Fuente-
dueñas are linked.  An Allied stack exi-
ting the map according to 5.3.5 through 
one of these connections is placed in the 
«zone» for 1 turn. It stays in that zone for 
a whole turn and at the beginning of the 
following turn can be placed on one of 
the zones linked to that map exit, per the 
player’s choice, as a reinforcement per 
5.3.6.
This moved is disallowed for a French 
stack.

8-As soon as the Madrid zone is occu-
pied by a French stack, place the «Ma-
drid» event marker in the French player  
container.  If the French player occupies 
the Madrid zone again, contested or not, 
remove the marker from the container.  
This process can be repeated indefinitely.

SCENARIO 1
JOSEPH – SPAIN 1809

THE ADVANCE TOWARD MADRID

Historical background
After their victory over Marshall Soult 
in northern Portugal, the British plan a 
joint campaign with their new Spanish al-
lies to capture Madrid.  The initial Allied 
plan is to pin the Victor corps in the Tage 
valley against the main Anglo-Spanish 
force while Vénégas, coming from Bailen, 
threatens the capital from the South.
Joseph did not anticipate this offensive 
and is surprised by the enemy attack.  But 
he reacts promptly and, taking advantage 
of his central position, converges the Vic-
tor and Sebastiani corps in addition to his 
reserves toward Madrid and the combined 

RULES COMMON 
TO SEVERAL SCENARIOS

1- Commanders in Chief also control 
Corps as follows.
•  Joseph - Reserve Army for scenarios 1 

to 5.
•  Wellesley - British Corps for scenarios 

1 to 4
•  Cuesta - Army of Estramadura for 

scenarios 1 to 4.
•  Areizaga - Army of La Mancha for 

scenario 6.
•  Vénégas - Army of La Mancha for 

scenarios 1, 2, 3 and 5.
•  Soult - Reserve army for scenario 6.

2- Depots are identical for all scenarios.  
English and Spanish have their own de-
pots and cannot use other ones.
•  French: map exits toward Salamanque, 

Avila, Burgos and Guadalajara.
•  Spanish: Ciudad Real, map exit toward 

Badajoz, Bailen, Albacete or Fuente-
deñas.

•  English: map exit toward Coria or Badajoz.

3- Initial placements, decoys available 
at the beginning of game and events to 
be placed within a container or to keep 
in hand are listed on the corresponding 
tables.

4- For command tests, units from the 
La Mancha army (scenarios, 1, 2, 3, 5) 
are considered to have a valid commu-
nication line to a Commander in Chief 
if they have a valid communication line 
to one of the following depots: Ciudad 
Real, map exits toward Ailen, Albacete  
or Fuentedueñas.

5- For command tests, units from the 
French 2nd, 5th and 6th corps (scenarios 
1 and 3) are considered to have a valid 
communication line to a Commander in 
Chief if they have a valid communica-
tion line to one of the following French 
depots: map exit toward Avila or Sala-
manque.

6-At the beginning of each 
game turn, before determi-
ning initiative (scenarios 1, 2, 
3, 4), the Allied player must 

forces of Wellesley and Cuesta.  He com-
pletely ignores Vénégas who has the path 
to the capital wide open.
Before moving he sends back general Foy, 
Soult’s emissary to Salamanca, so that he 
orders a move on Plasencia to cut Allied 
communication lines.
Wellesley is in turn surprised by this 
concentration and must precipitously 
retreat to his strengthened Talavera po-
sition.  His relationship with Spanish 
Commander in Chief Cuesta is far from 
friendly and he is almost captured by the 
French outpost.
The shock occurs in Talavera on July 27 
and 28 and the French are pounded by the 
British determination.

Game length
The scenario starts July 18 and goes un-
til the end of the July 30 turn, lasting 13 
turns.

Specific victory conditions
For both players:
• Control of Madrid : 5 VP*
*If the zone is free of French units it is 
automatically controlled  by the Allied 
player even if there are no Allied units 
present - exception to 8.0.

Special Rules
1- The initiative automatically goes to the 
Allied player on the first turn.
2- Joseph, Victor, units from the reserve 
army, the 1st corps as well as detach-
ments and decoys that are in the same 
zone can be activated only as soon as an 
Allied unit enters the following zones - 
Talavera, Arenas or La Nava – or when 
a unit from the La Mancha army crosses 
the Rio Tajo.  These units can still rally 
freely.
3- On the turn following a British unit or 
a unit from the Estramadure army enters 
one of the following zones – Talavera, 
Arenas or La Nava – add 3 «Mésentente» 
event markers in the Allied event contai-
ner.  This addition is performed before 
the event draw.
4- If the Allied player play the «Renfort» 
event marker, he receives the divisional 
unit «Craufurd» in Plasencia
.

Example: a Spanish stack exits the map 
on turn 6 through a connection toward 
Fuentedueñas.  It can re-enter the map 
on turn 8.
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RESOLUTION OF COMBATS – table to help calculate the CP of each player 

Note the combat amplitude with the « Amplitude 
» marker. Place the « head » unit chosen by each 
player on 0. 
Move each player’s « head » unit counter accor-
ding to the following modifications : 
• Add the Artillery fire bonuses (1)
•  Add the value of the strength ratio to the stron-

ger stack (2)
•  Add the SV of the commander of the stack if 

there is one.
•  Add the defensive value of the zone (see the ter-

rain table) for the defender only. 
•  Subtract 2 if the stack has no axis of retreat.
•  Subtract 1 if the stack has a « Dos à la rivière » 

marker. 

•  Subtract 2 if the stack performs a forced pas-
sage. 

•  Subtract 2 if at least one unit of the stack is de-
moralised. 

•  Add the value of a die. 

(1) – for each artillery unit add 1 for each result of 
4, 5, or 6 on the die. 
(2) – Tally the number of SS of the two stacks, sub-
tracting the artillery SS, and dividing by two thos of 
the cavalry in a zone with terrain that is not clear. 
The player with the higher total calculates the 
strength ratio by dividing the effective SS by those 
of the adverse stack.



RESERVE

2nd CORPS  

GARDE
ROYALE

RUFFIN
Division

MERLE
Division

DESSOLES
Division

LAPISSE
Division

DELABORDE
Division

VILLATTE
Division

HEUDELET
Division

BEAUMONT
Division

P. SOULT
Division

L. MAUBOURG
Division

Attached units:

Attached units:

King 
JOSEPH

1st CORPS  
Attached units:

Marshall 
VICTOR

Marshall 
SOULT

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

3

4
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4
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4
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2
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4
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4

7

4
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3
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3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

6

4

6

4

6

4

6

4

6

4

8

4

2

2

1

4
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4

5

3

4

3

3
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2

3

1

3

1

4

2

4

2

FRENCH Battle Order
Scenarios 1 to 5 « Spain 1809 »  
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AVANT-GARDE

LA MANCHA
ARMY

ALBUQUERQUE
Division

MARCH
Division

OSOÑO
Division

HENESTROSA
Division

ZAYAS
Division

VIGODET
Division

LACY
Division

CASTEJON
Division

GIRON
Division

ZERAIN
Division

Attached units:

Attached units:

Lieutenant
General
ALBUQUERQUE

Lieutenant
General
VENEGAS

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

5

3

5

3

5

3

5

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

ALLIED Battle Order
Scenarios 1 to 5 « Spain 1809 »  

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

july
18 

start of 
scenarios 

1 & 3

july
27 

august
05 

july
26 

start of 
scenario 

4

august
04 

july
19 

july
28 

august
06

july
20 

july
29 

start of 
scenarios 

2 & 5

august
07

july
20 

july
30 

end of 
scenarios 

1 & 4

august
08 

july
22 

july
31 

august
09 

july
23

august
01 

august
10 

july
24 

august
02 

august
11 

july
25 

august
03 

august
12 

end of 
scenarios 
2, 3 et 5
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RESERVE

GARDE
ROYALE

RUFFIN
Division

MERLE
Division

Division
DESSOLES

LEVAL
Division

GAZAN
Division

VALENCE
Division

DELAAGE
Division

MERLIN
Division

MILHAUD
Division

LAPISSE
Division

DELABORDE
Division

VILLATTE
Division

BEAUMONT
Division

P. SOULT
Division

Division
LATOUR

MAUBOURG

Attached units:
Marshall 
SOULT

1e CORPS  
Attached units:

Marshall 
VICTOR

2e CORPS  PAS DE CHEF DE CORPS

4e CORPS  
Attached units:

Marshall 
SEBASTIANI

5e CORPS  
Attached units:

Marshall 
MORTIER

3

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

4

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

5

4

5
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5
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5

4

5

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

6

4

6

4

6

4

2

GIRARD
Division

2

1

3

4

2

2

3

5

4

7

2

3

4

6

2

1

4

4

3

3

2

2

2

1

4

4

4

4

3

3

4

3

2

2

3

1

3

1

3

1

2

1

4

2

4

2

4

2

3

2

FRENCH Battle Order Scenario 6 « Spain 1809 »  
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ALLIED Battle Order Scenario 6 « Spain 1809 »  

MARCH
Division

BERNUY
Division

COPONS
Division

OSOÑO
Division

RIVAS
Division

VIGODET
Division

JACOME
Division

ZAYAS
Division

LACY
Division

CASTEJON
Division

GIRON
Division

ZERAIN
Division

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

4

2

4

2

4

3

4

2

4
2

4

2

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

5

2

5

2

5

3

5

3

6

3

6

3

6
3

6

3

6

3

6

4

6

3

7

3

7

3

7

3

5

3

5
3

5

3

5

3

5

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3
2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

LA MANCHA
ARMY

Attached units:Lieutenant
General
AREIZAGA

ESTRAMADURE
ARMY

ST JUAN
Division

BASSECOURT
Division

Attached units:Lieutenant
General
ALBUQUERQUE

november
8 

start of
scenario 6

november
15 

november
14 

november
9 

november
16

november
10 

november
17 

november
11 

november
18 

november
12 

november
19 

november
13 

november
20 

november
21 

end of
scenario 6
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ENGLISH
CORPS

ESTRAMADURE 
ARMY

HILL
Division

IGLESIAS
Division

MACKENZIE
Division

PORTAGO
Division

CAMPELL
Division

MANGLANO
Division

WILSON
Detachment 

CRAUFURD
Division

BASSECOURT
Brigade

PAYNE
Division 

SHERBROOKE
Division

DE ZAYAS
Division

Attached units:

Attached units:

Lieutenant
General
Lord
WELLESLEY

Captain
General
CUESTA

2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

3

1

4

4

3

4

3

4

4

4

3

5

4

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

4

3

4

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

4

3

5

3

3

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

3

2

2

2

2
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2

2

3

2

4
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4

2

4

5

3

3

2

3

2

3

5

6

ALLIED Battle Order
Scenarios 1 to 5 « Spain 1809 » 
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4

6

2

1

3

3

2

2

3

4
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SEBASTIANI
Division

GIRARD
Division

LEVAL
Division

GAZAN
Division

MARCHAND
Division

VALENCE
Division

MATHIEU
Division

DELAAGE
Division

MERLIN
Division

LORCET
Division

LORGE
Division

MILHAUD
Division

LA HOUSSAYE
Division

4th CORPS  
Attached units:

Marshall 
SEBASTIANI

5th CORPS  
Attached units:

Marshall 
MORTIER

6th CORPS  
Attached units:

Marshall
NEY

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

3

4

4

4

4

4
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2

2

2
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2
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2

3

2

3

5

3

5

4

5

3

5

3

5

4
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4

7

4

7

4

7

2

3

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

6

3

6

4

6

4

6

4

8

4

8

4

4

3

3

3

2

4

4

3

3

4

4

3

3

3

1

3

1

3

1

4

2

4

2

4

2
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GAME AID

Combat Amplitude

0 SS 1 à 5 SS 6 à 10 SS 11 à 15 SS 16 à 20 SS 21 à 25 SS 26 à 30 SS Retreat in number 
of  zones

D
iff

ér
en

ce 
in

 C
P

0 0 1 1 1 2 3
1-2 0/0 0/0 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/2 1
3-4 0/0 0/1 0/1 0/1 1/2 1/2 2
5-6 0/1 0/1 1/2 1/2 1/2 2/3 2
7-8 0/1 0/1 1/2 1/2 1/3 1/3 3
9-10 0/1 0/2 1/3 1/3 1/3 2/4 3
+10 0/2 0/2 1/4 1/4 2/5 1/4 3

•  +1 marker at each connection for a stack of 
more than 10 SS, +2 for more than 20 SS and 
so on. 

•  +1 marker per «A combattu » marker on the 
stack at the beginning of its movement. 

•  +1 marker if the stack enters a zone occupied 
by an enemy stack. 

MELEE

FATIGUE – MODIFIERS

•  +1 marker at each connection if the stack has 
no line of communication toward one of its 
depots.

Put back a marker once per baggage unit or for 
a lone commander accompanying the stack (cu-
mulative).

The result of the winner is on the left, that of the loser on the right. For a difference of 0, each 
player loses the number of SS indicated and there is no winner. Do not forget that winner that 
benefitted from a strength ratio greater than six suffers no loss. 
The combat amplitude corresponds to the sum of the SS of the two stacks (artillery and cavalry 
including). 
If the amplitude is greater than 30, add the results of the column of the remaining SS – example, 
if the combat amplitude is 37 SS for a difference of 6 in CP, the result of the combat is 2/4 (2/3 for 
the column 25-30 SS et 0/1 for the column 6 - 10 SS)

COMMAND TEST
•  Roll a die
•  Add the SV of any subordinate commander 
•  Add 1 if the stack only contains cavalry units
•  Add 1 if the stack has a line of communica-

tion to its commander in chief. 
•  If the zone is contested, compare the number 

of cavalry SS of the two stacks. If the stack 
taking the test has more cavalry SS, add 1 ; 
otherwise subtract 1. 

•  Subtract 1 if the stack is composed of units of 
different « army corps ».

Total 5 or more: all the MP
Total 3 or 4: half the MP
Total 1 or 2: stack is activated 

TEST OF DEMORALISATION

Roll a die and add the retreat distance. If the 
result is greater than the morale of the « head 
unit », the stack becomes demoralised.

PURSUIT TEST

Winner : roll 1 die + cavalry SS  + 2 if the ene-
my stack contains at least one demoralised unit 

Loser : roll 2 dice + cavalry SS 

Winner’s Total  – Loser’s Total  
= Number of losses
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SCENARIO 2 
 JOSEPH – SPAIN 1809

THE ALLIED RETREAT

Historical background
Following Talavera the French abandon 
the field.  Allied troops, exhausted, camp 
on their positions.  To the South, Vénégas, 
too timid, has still not crossed the Tage 
and gave away the opportunity to capture 
Madrid.
But the French situation seems desperate.  
At this point Soult with roughly 60,000 
men breaks out into the Allied rear.  
Wellesley and Cuesta are forced to urgent-
ly retreat toward Badajoz, abandoning 
Vénégas now alone facing Joseph.
The end of the campaign sees Cuesta en-
gaging in rear-guard fights versus Soult to 
prevent him from crossing the Tage while 
Vénégas is severely defeated at Almonacid 
by Joseph.
The campaign for Madrid ends with no 
real winner.

Game length
The scenario starts July 29 and ends on 
the last turn of August 12, lasting 15 
turns.

Specific victory conditions
For both players:
• Control of Madrid : 5 VP*
•  Control of Trujillo, Talavera, Aranjuez, 

Ciudad Real and Toledo : 1 VP per zone *
*If the zone is free of French units it is 
automatically controlled  by the Allied 
player even if there are no Allied units 
present - exception to 8.0.

For the Allied player only, at game end :
•  1 VP per «divisional» unit from the En-

glish corps exiting the map according 
to 5.3.5 through connections toward 
Badajoz or Coria starting with the Au-
gust 8 turn.

•  1 VP per «divisional» unit from the Es-
tramadure army exiting the map accor-
ding to 5.3.5 through the connection 
toward Badajoz starting with the Au-
gust 8 turn.

For the French player only, at game end :
•  1 VP per «divisional» unit from the La 

Mancha army exiting the map according 
to 5.3.5

Special Rules
1- The initiative goes to the French player 
on the first turn.
2- Initial losses from «divisional» units 
count toward the final victory points tal-
ly according to 8.0 if they were not re-
covered 
3- If the French player plays a «reinfor-

cement» marker, he places the following 
units on the connection leading to map 
exit A.
•  1st marker : Mortier, all «divisional» 

units from the 5th corps and 1 decoy.
•  2nd marker: Soult, all «divisional» units 

from the 2nd corps and 1 decoy.
•  3rd marker: Ney, all «divisional» units 

from the 6th corps and 1 decoy.

SCENARIO 3 
 JOSEPH – SPAIN 1809

THREE ARMIES FOR MADRID

Historical background
This scenario retraces the whole 1809 
campaign for Madrid from the Allied of-
fensive to the capture, or not, of Madrid.

Game length
The scenario starts July 18 and ends on 
the last turn of August 12, lasting 26 
turns.

Specific victory conditions
For both players:
• Control of Madrid : 5 VP*
•  Control of Trujillo, Talavera, Aranjuez, 

Ciudad Real and Toledo : 1 VP per zone *
*If the zone is free of French units it is 
automatically controlled  by the Allied 
player even if there are no Allied units 
present - exception to 8.0.

For the Allied player only, at game end :
•  1 VP per «divisional» unit from the En-

glish corps exiting the map according 
to 5.3.5 through connections toward 
Badajoz or Coria starting with the Au-
gust 8 turn.

•  1 VP per «divisional» unit from the Es-
tramadure army exiting the map accor-
ding to 5.3.5 through the connection 
toward Badajoz starting with the Au-
gust 8 turn.

For the French player only, at game end:
•  1 VP per «divisional» unit from the La 

Mancha army exiting the map accor-
ding to 5.3.5.

Special Rules
1- The initiative automatically goes to the 
Allied player on the first turn.
2- If not already drawn, the «Foy» event 
marker is a mandatory draw for the 
French player at the beginning of the July 
22 turn.
3- If the Allied player plays the «Renfort» 
event, he receives the divisional unit 
«Craufurd» in Plasencia.
4- If the French player plays a «reinfor-
cement» marker, he places the following 
units on the connection leading to map 

exits A through E based on his choices 
made during the «Foy» event marker 
draw.
•  1st marker : Mortier, all divisional units 

from the 5th corps and 1 decoy.
•  2nd marker: Soult, all divisional units 

from the 2nd corps and 1 decoy.
•  3rd marker: Ney, all divisional units 

from the 6th corps and 1 decoy.

SCENARIO 4
 JOSEPH – SPAIN 1809

THE BATTLE OF TALAVERA

Historical background
This scenario simulates the few days pre-
ceding the battle of Talavera from the ca-
tastrophic withdrawal of the Allies toward 
Talavera and their victory facing disorder-
ly French assaults.

Game length
The scenario starts July 26 and ends on 
the last turn of July 30, lasting 5 turns.

Specific victory conditions
For both players:
• Control of Madrid : 5 VP*
• Control of Talavera : 5 VP*
*If the zone is free of French units it is 
automatically controlled  by the Allied 
player even if there are no Allied units 
present - exception to 8.0.

Special Rules
1- The initiative automatically goes to the 
French player on the first turn.

SCENARIO 5
 JOSEPH – SPAIN 1809

THE BATTLE OF ALMONACID

Historical background
This scenario covers the end of the cam-
paign for Madrid on the side of the army 
of La Mancha.  It begins with the battle of 
Talavera until the scattering of the Véné-
gas divisions after the battle of Almonacid.

Game length
The scenario starts July 29 and ends on 
the last turn of August 12, lasting 15 
turns.

Specific victory conditions
For both players:
• Control of Madrid : 5 VP*
•  Control of Aranjuez, Ciudad Real and 

Toledo : 1 VP per zone* 
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*If the zone is free of French units it is 
automatically controlled  by the Allied 
player even if there are no Allied units 
present - exception to 8.0.

For the French player only, at game end:
•  1 VP per «divisional» unit from the La 

Mancha army exiting the map accor-
ding to 5.3.5.

Special Rules
1- The initiative automatically goes to the 
French player on the first turn.
2- Initial losses from «divisional» units 
count toward the final victory points tal-
ly according to 8.0 if they were not reco-
vered.

SCENARIO 6
 JOSEPH – SPAIN 1809

THE CAMPAIGN OF OCAÑA

Historical background
With their British allies limited to defen-
ding Portugal, the Spanish restart their 
advance in fall 1809 to take back Madrid.
Their plan is to attack toward Salamanca 
to thin out the Madrid reserves and then 
to advance from Bailen again with 50,000 
men under general Areizaga.
In  the Tage valley which has become a 
secondary theater, Albuquerque’s troops 
are supposed to create a diversion for the 
French 2nd corps.
The first moves see Spanish success with 
the battle of Tanamès. Joseph sends a bri-
gade from Madrid to support his defeated 
troops.
So Areizaga is free to assault Madrid but, 
as for his predecessor Vénégas, he is slow 
to move.
Marshall Soult who assumes French lea-
dership for the region has time to converge 
his scattered regiments.  The Spanish are 

again crushed at the battle of Ocaña and 
must fall back to their bases.
Joseph can now consider marching toward 
Cadix to put an end to the enemy resis-
tance

Game length
The scenario starts  November 8 and 
ends on the last turn of November21, 
lasting 14 turns.

Specific victory conditions
For both players:
• Control of Madrid : 5 VP*
•  Control de Trujillo, Talavera, Aranjuez, 

Ciudad Real and Toledo : 1 VP per zone *
*If the zone is free of French units it is 
automatically controlled  by the Allied 
player even if there are no Allied units 
present - exception to 8.0.

Special Rules
1- The initiative automatically goes to the 
Spanish player on the first turn.

Arrière-garde - Rearguard 
(A and F) – Phase C before 

the retreat phase of the 
combat if at least 1 cavalry 
SS is present in the stack 
that retreats – the stack in 
retreat suffers the loss of 1 

cavalry SS and there is neither demorali-
sation test nor pursuit.

Au son du canon - To the 
sound of the canon (A et 

F) – Phase C after one of 
the players activates a stack 
for combat  – a stack which 
has not yet been activated 
this turn, with no «A com-

battu» marker, in a free zone and a valid 
connection toward the zone where the 
«Bataille» marker was placed is moved to 
this zone. It will take part in the ensuing 
combat, either attacking or defending.

Bagages - Baggages (A) 
– Phase B before drawing 
events – Place the British ba-
ggage unit in Plasencia.

Canicule - Heat Wave (A and 
F) - Phase B immediately – At 

the beginning of a move, any 
stack must pull an additional 
fatigue marker. This marker 
cannot be removed by the 
presence of baggage or a com-

mander.  If both players simultaneously 
draw this event, there is no cumulative 
effect but both markers are discarded.

Charge Incontrôlée - Un-
controlled Charge (F) – 
Phase C before assigning 
losses due to melee. If the 
Allied stack contains «divi-

sional» unit  Payne, this unit must take 
the first loss instead of the head unit.

Chargez - Charge  (F) - 
Phase C during a combat if a 
«divisional» unit with at least 
1 SS of heavy cavalry takes 
part in the combat  - Add 1 to 

the French CP and the «divisional» unit 
with the heavy cavalry SS becomes head 
unit.  This marker cannot be played if the ca-
valry «divisional» unit cannot be head unit.

Contre-batterie – Counter 
battery (A and F)  – Phase C 

after the Artillery fire and 
if the friendly stack has at 
least 1 Artillery SS – Suc-
cessful enemy Artillery fire 
is not counted.

Elan – Surge (F) - Phase C 
during a combat if a “divi-
sional” infantry unit is part 
of the stack – Add 1 to the 
French CP.
Fatigue (A and F) – Phase 
C at any moment during the 

movement of an adverse 
stack – the player must 
draw an additional fatigue 
marker. This marker cannot 
be returned to the container 

by the use of a commander or a baggage 
unit. 

Feu - Fire (A) - Phase C 
during combat if a British 
infantry «divisional» unit is 
part of the stack – Add 1 to 
the Allied CP.

EVENTS OF THE SIX SCENARIOS

All markers are discarded after they’ve been played. Markers with a * must be played 
right away, all the others can be held secretly. The effects of several markers may be 
combined except where specifically noted in the description of the event.
(A) –events played by the French or Spanish player
(F) – event played by the French player.
The phase during which the marker must be played and the potentially necessary 
conditions are in italics.
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Foy (F) – Phase B imme-
diately – Place the 3 French 
«Renfort» markers on the 
turn track, 5 days after the 
«Foy» marker draw.  For 

example if the «Foy» marker was drawn 
during the July 21 turn, the markers are 
placed on the July 26 turn.
At the beginning of the turn when these 
markers are placed, put them in the 
French container before the event draw.
When the «Foy» marker is drawn, the 
French player must secretly note the ar-
rival zone for his reinforcements, A, B, 
C, D or E.  He must choose a zone for 
the «Renfort» marker and can choose 
the same entry zones - for example zone 
A for the 1st reinforcement, so the 5th 
corps, zone C for the 2nd reinforcement 
so the 2nd corps and zone A for the 3rd 
reinforcement so the 6th corps.  But he 
cannot change his choices and will show 
his paper to his opponent at the end of 
the game for verification. 

Génie – Engineers (A and 
F) – the génie marker has 
two possible uses.
Destruction of a bridge – 
Phase C if a “divisional” 

i n f a n t r y unit in a zone connected to 
a bridge is activated for the move. If the 
two zones that connect this bridge are 
free, place the marker on its “bridge des-
troyed” side on the concerned bridge. No 
unit may use this connection until the 
bridge is repaired. The unit is considered 

activated thereafter. If one of 
the ends is occupied by an 
enemy unit, roll a die. The 
bridge is only destroyed on a 
5 or 6 on the die.

Repair of a bridge – To be played in the 
same conditions as for the destruction 
of a bridge. Remove the marker but the 
bridge will not be useable by other units 
until the following turn. The bridge can-
not be repaired if one of the ends is not 
free.

Gué - Ford (A and F) – 
Phase C at the beginning of 

an operation – A stack can 
perform a move in order of 
battle according to 5.4.3 by 
using a connection  with a 
destroyed major bridge.  At 

the end of this move, if the 
zone is contested, the stack 
gets a «Dos à la rivière» mar-
ker and has no axis of retreat.

Guerilla (A) – Phase C at 
the beginning of an opera-
tion for the Allied or Spanish 
player – Place the marker on 
the map on a free zone.  If 

the French stack enters the zone where 
the marker is located, the marker is re-
moved but the French stack must stop 
its move.  If during a retreat, a French 
stack enters a zone occupied by guerilla, 
the marker is removed but if the French 
stack contained artillery units or baggage 
then it must lose one, per the French 
player’s choice.  A guerilla marker placed 

on a zone at the end of a connection with 
a destroyed bridge prevents its repair.  
The guerilla marker cuts communication 
lines going through the zone.

Hésitations - Hesitations * 
(A) – Phase B immediately 
– All Allied player command 
die rolls for stacks containing 
at least one Spanish unit suf-

fer a -2 modifier for the whole turn.
Inactivité - Inactivity * (A 
and F) – Phase B immedia-

tely – During the whole 
turn, whenever he must 
perform an operation, the 
player must pass unless he 
has units in the contested 

zone.  In that case, these units can be 
freely activated.  If this is played by the 
Allied player, only units from the La 
Mancha army are affected.

Initiative (A and F) – Phase 
A after the determination of 

the initiative. The player 
without the initiative re-
covers the initiative for 
this turn. His opponent can 
then play his own initiative 

marker and recover the initiative again.
Leurre – Decoy (A and F) - 
Phase C at the beginning of 
a friendly operation  – If a 

decoy unit has been elimi-
nated, place it freely with 
any friendly stack. The unit 
is considered as non-acti-

vated. There is no requirement to acti-
vate it immediately.

Madrid (F) - Phase B imme-
diately – The scenario ends 
at the end of the current 
turn.
Mésentente - Misunders-
tanding (A)  - Phase B im-
mediately – For the whole 
turn, if British and Spanish 
units are in the same zone, 

they cannot be activated together for the 
move - the stack must contain either Bri-
tish or Spanish units.  In case of combat 
if the Allied player declares an attack, he 
cannot combine in the attacking stack 
units from two nationalities.  However if 
the zone they occupy is attacked they can 
combine defensively.

Mitraille - Grapeshot (A) – 
Phase C before the resolution 
of the Artillery fire – for all 
the rolls, add 1 to the CP on a 
result of 3-6 and not 4-6. Re-

gardless of the result of the combat, the 
Austrian player adds the loss of 1 Artille-
ry SS to his stack.

Mort au combat – Death in 
combat (A and F) - Phase C 

after the resolution of a com-
bat – If the stack adverse 
contains a commander in 
chief, roll 2 dice. On a result 
of 11 or 12, the commander 

is eliminated. Replace him immediately 
by the back side of the event marker. This 
new generic commander has no front 

side for the fog of war. He can no longer 
hide a stack like its predecessor.

Non ravitaillé - Not Sup-
plied (A and F) - Phase 
B immediately – If the 
Allied player plays this 
marker, only British «divi-
sional» units are affected.  

If it is the French player roll a die.  On 
a result of 1 through 5, only «divisional» 
units from the Victor corps are affected.  
On a 6 only the «divisional» units from 
the Sébastiani corps are affected.
For each unit roll a die.  If the result is 
greater than their current morale, the 
unit gets demoralized and loses a SS.

Orage - Storm (A and F) - 
Phase B immediately – After 
each operation for one of the 

two players, roll a die.  On 
a 6 the current turn opera-
tion phase ends and move 
to the administrative phase.  

If both players simultaneously draw this 
event, there is no cumulative effect and 
the two markers are discarded.

Panique - Panic (F) – Phase 
C before combat resolution, 
after the stacks are displayed 
– The French player selects 
a Spanish «divisional» unit 

which must retreat by one zone accor-
ding to 5.4.4.  The unit becomes demora-
lized and goes to «Activée» status.

Pluie - Rain  * (A and F) – 
Phase B immediately –  All 
connection MP costs are 

increased by 1 and Ford 
(Gué) connections become 
impassable for the whole 
turn.  If both players simul-

taneously draw this event, there is no cu-
mulative effect and the two markers are 
discarded.

Redoute - Redoubt (A) - 
Phase C at the beginning of 
the friendly operation  - The 
Allied or Spanish player acti-
vates a Spanish infantry «di-

visional» unit and places the marker on 
it.  In case of combat add 1 to its CP.  The 
marker is removed as soon as the zone is 
no longer occupied by a Spanish infantry 
«divisional» unit.

Renfort - Reinforcement (A 
and F) – Phase B before event 
draw – Place reinforcements 

as indicated in the special 
rules for the scenario. 



FRENCH EVENTS & INITIAL DEPLOYMENT

SCENARIO 1
THE ADVANCE 

TOWARD MADRID
13 TURNS

SCENARIO 2
THE ALLIED 

RETREAT
15 TURNS

SCENARIO 3
THREE ARMIES 

FOR MADRID
26 TURNS

SCENARIO 4
THE BATTLE 

OF TALAVERA
5 TURNS

SCENARIO 5
THE BATTLE OF 

ALMONACID
15 TURNS

SCENARIO 6
THE CAMPAIGN 

OF OCAÑA
14 TURNS

ARRIERE GARDE * * * * *

AU SON DU CANON * * * * * *
CANICULE * * * * *
CHARGEZ * * * * * *

CHARGE INCONTRÔLEE * * *
CONTRE-BATTERIE * * * * * *

ELAN * * * * * *
FATIGUE * * * * * *

FOY *
GENIE * * * * * *
GENIE * * * ◊ * *
GENIE ◊ * * *

GUE * * * * * *
INACTIVITE * * *
INITIATIVE * ◊ * * * *

LEURRE * * * * *

MADRID

MITRAILLE * * * * * *
MORT AU COMBAT * * * * * *

NON RAVITAILLE * * * * *

NON RAVITAILLE * * * * *

NON RAVITAILLE * *

NON RAVITAILLE *

ORAGE * * * *

PANIQUE * * * * *

PLUIE *

RENFORT ◊

RENFORT *

RENFORT *

* in the container   ◊ available
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SCENARIOS 1 & 3 SCENARIO 2 SCENARIO 4 SCENARIO 5 SCENARIO 6

JOSEPH R Madrid Santa Ollala Đ Bargas Santa Ollala Đ Absent

SOULT R                Absent Absent Absent Absent Madrid

Garde Royale R       Madrid Santa Ollala  Đ Bargas Santa Ollala  Đ Madrid

Dessoles  R Madrid Santa Ollala Đ 
*3  Bargas *3 Santa Ollala Đ 

*3  Madrid

VICTOR 1        Santa Ollala Torrejon Bargas Absent Ajofrin

Ruffin 1 Santa Ollala Đ Torrejon -2  Đ Bargas Absent Ajofrin

Lapisse 1                 Santa Ollala Đ Torrejon -2  Đ Bargas Absent Ajofrin

Villatte 1                 Santa Ollala Đ Torrejon Đ Bargas Absent Ajofrin

Beaumont 1            Santa Ollala Đ Torrejon Đ Bargas Absent Sonseca

Latour-Maubourg 1   Santa Ollala Đ Torrejon  Đ Bargas Absent Sonseca

SOULT 2                Renfort Renfort Absent Absent Absent

Merle 2                   Renfort Renfort Absent Absent Oropesa

Delaborde 2 Renfort Renfort Absent Absent Oropesa

Heudelet 2 Renfort Renfort Absent Absent Absent

P.Soult  2 Renfort Renfort Absent Absent Oropesa

SEBASTIANI 4 Madridejos Santa Ollala Bargas Santa Ollala Aranjuez

Sebastiani 4 Madridejos Santa Ollala 
-2  Đ Bargas Santa Ollala 

-2  Đ Absent

Leval 4                      Madridejos S.Ollala
-1  -1  Đ Bargas S.Ollala

-1  -1  Đ Aranjuez

Valence 4                Madridejos Santa Ollala 
Đ *2  Bargas *2 Santa Ollala 

Đ *2  Toledo

Merlin 4 Villarta Santa Ollala Đ Bargas Santa Ollala Đ Absent

Milhaud 4               Madridejos Santa Ollala Đ Bargas Santa Ollala Đ Ocaña

MORTIER 5         Renfort Renfort Absent Absent Talavera

Girard 5 Renfort Renfort Absent Absent Talavera

Gazan 5                  Renfort Renfort Absent Absent Talavera

Delaage 5               Renfort Renfort Absent Absent Talavera

Lorge 5                   Renfort Renfort Absent Absent Absent

La Houssaye 5       Renfort Renfort Absent Absent Absent

NEY 6                     Renfort Renfort Absent Absent Absent

Mathieu 6               Renfort Renfort Absent Absent Absent

Marchand 6 Renfort Renfort Absent Absent Absent

Lorcet 6                  Renfort Renfort Absent Absent Absent
Det. Cavalry x1 Madrid x1 Santa Ollala Đ x1 Bargas x1 Santa Ollala Đ x1 Madrid

Det. Infantry x2 Toledo 
x3 Madrid

x2 Toledo
 x3 Madrid

x2 Toledo
x3 Madrid x3 Madrid

Det. Artiller x1 Madridejos 
x1 Santa Ollala

x1 Torrejon x1 Đ 
 Santa Ollala Đ x2 Bargas x1 Santa Ollala Đ x1 Aranjuez 

x1 Ajofrin
Det. Horse Artillery x1 Madrid x1 Santa Ollala Đ x1 Bargas x1 Santa Ollala Đ x1 Madrid

Decoy x5 x2 x3 x1 x6

-1  : 1 infantry loss  *1  :  1 infantry detachment     Đ : Demoralised
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ALLIED EVENTS & INITIAL DEPLOYMENT
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SCENARIO 1
THE ADVANCE 

TOWARD MADRID
13 TURNS

SCENARIO 2
THE ALLIED 

RETREAT
15 TURNS

SCENARIO 3
THREE ARMIES 

FOR MADRID
26 TURNS

SCENARIO 4
THE BATTLE 

OF TALAVERA
5 TURNS

SCENARIO 5
THE BATTLE OF 

ALMONACID
15 TURNS

SCENARIO 6
THE CAMPAIGN 

OF OCAÑA
14 TURNS

ARRIERE GARDE * * * * * *

AU SON DU CANON * * * * * *
BAGAGES * * * *

CANICULE * * * * *
CONTRE-BATTERIE * * * * * *

FATIGUE * * * * * *
FEU * * *

GENIE * * * * * *
GENIE * * * ◊ * *
GENIE ◊ * * *

GUE * * * * *
GUERILLA * * * * * *
GUERILLA * ◊ * ◊ * *
GUERILLA * *

HESITATIONS * * * * *
INACTIVITE * * * *
INACTIVITE * *
INITIATIVE * * * * * *

LEURRE * * * * *
MORT AU COMBAT * * * * * *

MESENTENTE * *

MESENTENTE *

MESENTENTE

NON RAVITAILLE * * * *

NON RAVITAILLE *

PLUIE

ORAGE * * * * * *
REDOUTE * * * * *

RENFORT * *

* in the container   ◊ available
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SCENARIOS 1 & 3 SCENARIO 2 SCENARIO 4 SCENARIO 5 SCENARIO 6

WELLESLEY A     Plasencia Talavera Talavera Absent Absent

Sheerbrooke A Plasencia Talavera -2 Torrejon Absent Absent

Hill A                    Plasencia Talavera -1 Talavera Absent Absent

Mackenzie A      Plasencia Talavera -1 Torrejon Absent Absent

Campbell A  Plasencia Talavera Talavera Absent Absent

Craufurd A  Renfort Talavera Plasencia Absent Absent

Wilson A  Jaraiz Escalona Escalona Absent Absent

Payne A  Plasencia Talavera -1 Talavera Absent Absent

Bagages A  Renfort Renfort Absent Absent Absent
English Decoy x3 x2 x2 Absent Absent

CUESTA E Almaraz Talavera Santa Ollala Absent Absent

ALBUQUERQUE E Absent Absent Absent Absent Almaraz

De Zayas E Almaraz Talavera Santa Ollala Absent Absent

Iglesias E Almaraz Talavera Santa Ollala Absent Absent

Portago E Almaraz Talavera -1 Santa Ollala Absent Absent

Manglano E Almaraz Talavera Santa Ollala Absent Absent

Bassecourt E Almaraz Talavera Santa Ollala Absent Almaraz

Sant Juan E Absent Absent Absent Absent Trujillo

Baggages E Almaraz Talavera Santa Ollala Absent Trujillo

ALBUQUERQUE A  Arzobispo Talavera Torrijos Absent Absent

Zayas A Arzobispo Talavera Torrijos Absent Absent

Albuquerque A Arzobispo Talavera Torrijos Absent Absent

Hennestrosa A Arzobispo Talavera Torrijos Absent Absent

Baggages A Arzobispo Talavera Torrijos Absent Absent

VENEGAS M Daimiel Aranjuez Absent Aranjuez Absent

AREIZAGA M Absent Absent Absent Absent La Guardia

Zayas M Absent Absent Absent Absent La Guardia

Giron M Daimiel Aranjuez Absent Aranjuez Trembelque

Vigodet M Daimiel Aranjuez Absent Aranjuez Trembelque

Lacy M Daimiel La Teatina Absent La Teatina Trembelque

Castejon M Daimiel Ocaña Absent Ocaña Trembelque

Zerain M Daimiel Ocaña Absent Ocaña Trembelque

Jacomé M Absent Absent Absent Absent Trembelque

Copons M Absent Absent Absent Absent Trembelque

March M Manzanares Ocaña*1 Absent Ocaña*1 La Guardia

Osoño M Manzanares Ocaña Absent Ocaña La Guardia

Bernuy M Absent Absent Absent Absent La Guardia

Rivas M Absent Absent Absent Absent La Guardia

Baggages M Daimiel Ocaña Absent Ocaña Trembelque

Baggages M Absent Absent Absent Absent Trembelque
Spanich Det. Infantry x2 Bejar x2 Bejar x2 Bejar

Spanish Det. Cavalry x1 La Teatina x1 La Teatina x1 Almaraz 
x1 Trujillo

Spanish Decoy x6 x4 x4 x2 x6

-1  : 1 infantry loss  *1  :  1 infantry detachment     Đ : Demoralised



THREE ARMIES FOR MADRID
After their victory over Marshall Soult in northern Portugal, the British plan a 
joint campaign with their new Spanish allies to capture Madrid.  The initial Allied 
plan is to pin the Victor corps in the Tage valley against the main Anglo-Spanish 
force while Vénégas, coming from Bailen, threatens the capital from the South.
Joseph did not anticipate this offensive and is surprised by the enemy attack.  But 
he reacts promptly and, taking advantage of his central position, converges the 
Victor and Sebastiani corps in addition to his reserves toward Madrid and the 
combined forces of Wellesley and Cuesta.  He completely ignores Vénégas who has 
the path to the capital wide open...

The Marshals is a generic game simulating the campaigns led by the French 
generals and marshals under the Consulate and the 1st Empire far from 
their brilliant commander Bonaparte.

• 1 A1 MAP
• 216 COUNTERS
• 1 RULEBOOK
• 1 REMOVABLE FOLDER WITH PLAYER AID


